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when run.exe no appropriate vmware
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like a Wine problem. If you download
and run the Exe directly, it should run
with no issues, or the Wine app. If you

are on Ubuntu, you can try to install the
latest Wine version through Ubuntu
Software Center. If you are running
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'official' VMWare Player. It is free and
very popular. I would recommend that
you start there. The present invention

relates to new and useful
improvements in high or medium

pressure nozzle exhaust and a method
of operating the same wherein an

operator, such as a boiler operator, is
not exposed to the exhaust of a high

pressure or medium pressure
apparatus. More particularly, the

apparatus and method includes a gas
and/or liquid seal or seal barrier and

utilizes a chemical or operator effective
gas fog and/or liquid mist to reduce gas
or vapor emissions resulting from the

operation of the apparatus and
methods. High and medium pressure

nozzles and the high pressure or
medium pressure apparatus in which
they are used are subjected to high
temperatures. For example, a boiler

may be operated at a temperature of
approximately 1650.degree. F. in the
presence of air, steam and flue gases.
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When such nozzles and apparatus are
operated, temperature sensitive

insulation is either coated or
unwrapped and if unwrapped, damaged
and thus the insulation and nozzles and
apparatus must be replaced. However,

such nozzles and apparatus are not
designed to be readily serviced and are
usually replaced with very substantial

inconvenience and expense to the
power plant operator. The nozzles and
apparatus are typically mechanically

connected in a series arrangement such
as in a loop of a flue gas duct
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